Christmas Gloria

Music and Lyrics by Linda Hartman
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Through crowd—ed streets of Beth—le—hem they searched for a place to

(bass) they searched
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stay At ev'ry door they heard "No—room. No—
ev'ry door

room, for (a) babe to lay.

They found shelter in a stable low, the King of Kings was
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Shepherds knelt in reverence, and wise men followed a new star's light.

Sing Gloria in excelsis Deo.
Gloria in excelsis deo!

Gloria in excelsis deo.

To Coda
How could a child so meek and low bring

hope on that Christmas morn?

Praise sing. The prince of peace is born.
Still do voices of angels ring. We celebrate this holy birth. Come rejoice let praises ring of peace to men on earth. Sing.
Coda

Più mosso

Gloria Sing in the highest.

Gloria in the highest.

Gloria in excelsis deo.
All praise, sing Glory

Sing
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ry
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